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The performance of a 2 × 500 kWhth thermal energy storage (TES) technology has been tested at the Masdar
Institute Solar Platform (MISP) at temperatures up to 380 °C over a period of more than 20 months. The TES is
based on a novel, modular storage system design, a new solid-state concrete-like storage medium, denoted
HEATCRETE® vp1, - and has cast-in steel pipe heat exchangers. Measured data after specific intervals during
various operation modes are analysed, and validation of system performance is done through direct comparison
between measured values and numerically simulated performance. The demonstrated and measured long-term
performance of the TES matches predictions based on performance simulations and proves the operational
feasibility of the modular TES design. After accumulating close to 6 000 operational hours, inspection of extracted thermal elements prove that there is no degradation of the storage material, and no separation between
steel pipes and storage material is observed. Measurements of core samples of the storage medium extracted
from the TES confirms the material properties and stability. The thermal element design and storage material as
demonstrated in the TES pilot has thus been proved to work in its final form with expected conditions and shows
absolutely no sign of performance degradation. The modularity and simplicity of the TES design enables flexibility in scaling high temperature TES systems for among others industrial waste heat recovery, thermal power
plants and concentrating solar power applications, thermal power plant.

1. Introduction
High-temperature thermal energy storage (TES) can be used to
buffer and time-shift energy in a large range of applications within the
energy sector. By storing energy at temperatures in the range up to
400 °C and higher, thermal energy can be efficiently applied in both
electric power generation and energy intensive industries.
Concentrating solar power (CSP) is an emerging renewable energy
source where integration of a TES is key to its competitiveness [1,2].
Most CSP plants in planning or under construction have TES, enabling
the plant to continue producing electricity after sunset, throughout the
late evening and in some cases even all night. Additionally, integration
of energy storage with a CSP plant serves several other direct benefits,
such as increased operational flexibility, and reduced natural gas consumption during buffering (during weather events) and start-up of the
plant [3]. Industrial Waste Heat Recovery (WHR) systems can be made

viable, or more efficient, with TES [4], enabling the system to de-couple
the available waste heat (which is often variable or intermittent) with
the demand. Moreover, most electric power systems, including the
European and North-American, are thermal-based, i.e. the major generators are thermal-electric plants using not only fossil fuels or nuclear
energy, but also renewable biomass and carbon neutral waste to generate electricity via a thermodynamic process (either steam-Rankine or
Brayton cycle). A TES can be integrated in such plants to boost their
maximum power output and to enhance their flexibility to cope with
more stringent requirements in terms of ramping power up and down,
frequent start/stops and provision of power capacity and frequency
regulation. Making conventional power plants more flexible is a means
to allow better utilization of variable and intermittent renewable energy on the grid [5]. As such, it can be a very attractive alternative to
electric energy storage systems, such as electrochemical batteries, or
pumped hydro.
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It is clear on this background that cost-effective TES solutions are
required, and alternative technologies need to be explored and developed further. More than one type of energy storage technology will be
needed to meet different applications, and consequently different materials and system integration designs must be considered in equal
measure. Commercially proven thermal energy storage systems in CSP
plants as of today are limited to steam accumulators and two-tank
molten salt systems [6]. One approach to decrease the cost of sensible
TES systems is to use solid-state materials such as concrete. Concrete
represents a low-cost material widely available based on well-established fabrication processes. The mechanical strength (compressive) is
high and the thermal properties can be improved by carefully selecting
the materials and proportional mixes of materials. Furthermore, a solid
system based on concrete units provides less environmental impact
compared to PCM (phase change material) or a molten salt energy
storage system [4]. Thermal energy storage systems based on concrete
was first studied and demonstrated in detail by DLR, the German
Aerospace Centre over a period from 2003-2013. The early prototypes
tested by DLR proved that the concept of storing thermal energy in
concrete by way of cast-in heat exchangers in a large concrete block
works, and that the material can withstand extensive thermal cycles at
high temperature (up to 400 °C, or higher) without deforming, cracking
or losing the bond with the metal heat exchangers [7,8].
Concrete as TES medium has largely been researched at universities,
such as the University of Arkansas in the US, University of Trento, Italy
and Wuhan University in China [9–11]. These tests have focused on
understanding the thermal properties and resistance to fatigue of various concrete mixtures at high temperatures, experiments to enhance
the energy storage capacity, and to reduce the required amount of cast
in steel pipes e.g. by using recycled aggregates or metallic additions to
the concrete mixtures [12–14]. However, there has been very little
development in the design of a concrete-based thermal energy storage
system. Most technical feasibility studies that focus on evaluating the
potential for low-maintenance and low-cost concrete TES systems are
based on the demonstrated DLR TES design [15,16]. Recently, a simplified analytical approach for modelling stackable smaller modules
(0.2 × 0.2 × 3 m) using stainless steel piping in the modules was
published [17]. Considering that the energy density at the material
level only represents a theoretical maximum, further considering the
complexity and actual size and design of the complete system, the resulting energy density at system level is especially relevant in applications in which space is limited [18]. Some of the largest benefits of a
concrete-based TES over molten salt systems is the straightforward
scalability for medium to large-scale systems, lower complexity due to
the absence of HTF/salt heat exchangers, salts pumps and balance of
plant, and overall smaller physical footprint. Here, a new concrete
material (HEATCRETE® vp1) and thermal energy storage system design
will be described together with results from long-term performance
testing.

Fig. 1. Thermal element design showing the steel pipes cast in storage material
(Note that the illustration is not to scale); the thermal elements demonstrated in
the TES pilot are 5 m long.

resulting difference in temperature of the HTF entering and exiting a
respective thermal element is therefore very low during charging/discharging, typically in the range of 3.0–10.0 °C. This ensures minimal
thermo-mechanical stress gradients in the axial direction of the elements, since the dominating temperature gradient is in the radial direction. The thin steel cylindrical casing acts as a permanent casting
form (remains in place throughout the life of the battery) and represents an optimum geometry for reinforcement and support of the
TES element. The active loading condition is thus the thermal load
represented by the temperature history of the heat exchangers, as well
as in the storage material. There are no other significant load condition
than thermal expansion and contraction associated with the heat
transfer from and to the heat exchangers; this means that the strain and
resulting stress history of expansion and contraction is essentially of a
nature that may be termed “proportional loading”; that is, the principal
stress directions essentially do not rotate during thermal cycling. This is
a beneficial loading condition because there will not be major shear
transfer across potential cracks, which could have resulted in gradual
performance degradation.
The shear transfer forces acting between the steel pipes and concrete
in the elements can be calculated from the different axial elongations of
the materials due to different thermal expansion considering enforcement of axial compatibility between the two materials (concrete and
steel), as shown in Fig. 2. The axial elongation due to thermal expansion
T
where is the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), T the temperature and L the length of the element is shown in Eq. (1a). The resulting axial deformation , where P is the axial load, A the cross-sectional area and E the modulus of the materials is shown in Eq. (1b).
T
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2. Design of modular and scalable thermal storage system

Recognizing the compatibility equation where the elongation of
each respective part is equal (Eqs. 2a, 2b) combined with the equilibrium equation (Eq. 3) which sets the externally applied loads equal to
the sum of the internal forces (Pc = -Ps), shows that, contrary to what
one might first assume, the transfer forces between the two materials is
independent of the thermal element length, and only depends on the
difference in thermal expansion
and temperature T , modulus and

In contrast to a module where a large pipe register is cast into a
large block of concrete, a new heat exchanger design using individual
thermal elements arranged in series and parallel in a module frame has
been developed. Each thermal element comprises a cylindrically shaped
thin-walled (0.4 mm) steel casing, closed at one end and open at the
other, within it being the concrete-like solid-state storage medium HEATCRETE® vp1 - with integrated steel pipe heat exchangers.
Multiple thermal elements are stacked inside a steel frame, and the
elements are hydraulically connected through heat exchanger piping.
The entire assembly forms a thermal battery module, and multiple
modules can be hydraulically connected to form a thermal battery
system. A cross-section of one such thermal element is shown in Fig. 1.
The pipes in each element are configured so that the HTF flows in
and out of one element through two parallel U-shaped pipes. The

Fig. 2. Illustration of forces acting on the thermal elements during operation
arising from difference in thermal expansion.
2
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Fig. 3. Illustration of 20’ and 40’ thermal battery module with 63 thermal elements configured in series and parallel.

HEATCRETE® vp1, of 41% and 253%, respectively for a 1.55 GWh
system. The calculation of the footprint and volume of the concrete
block system is based on the dimensions described by Laing et al [25]
and assuming a height of 6 m (to include foundation and insulation on
top of the blocks). For the system design using stacked modules the
height is 15 m.
3. System testing facility
Masdar Institute of Science & Technology and EnergyNest AS initiated in 2015 a comprehensive joint research project to build and test
a 2 × 500 kWhth TES pilot based on the new thermal element design and
storage material. Construction of the TES and piping interface was
successfully executed within a 6-month period ending May 2015.
EnergyNest commissioned the entire TES-system Oct 2015, after which
the first thermal cycles were completed by mid-Nov 2015. After several
further improvement upgrades to the oil loop system early 2016, the
TES was operated on a 24 h / 5 days basis with seven full-time Masdar
Institute staff under supervision of EnergyNest [23].
During the two-year long test period, the hot oil-loop at the Masdar
Institute Solar Platform (MISP) [20,21] was dedicated to performing
research and testing of the TES under controlled conditions, and uses
Dowtherm-A heat transfer fluid (HTF) which is heated by an electrical
heater (100 kWel) to reach a maximum temperature of 393 °C under
pressurized conditions as in most commercial parabolic trough power
plants such as Shams 1 [21–23]. Using an electric oil heater and aircooled oil cooler, the system allows full flexibility in emulating operation conditions as for commercial CSP plants; both charging the TES
from a solar field and discharging the TES to a power block with a
steam turbine generator. Furthermore, 24 h / 5 days operation at MISP
permitted accelerated cycling testing to be performed. The test facility
further enables validation of developed simulation tools and capabilities in addition to run various specific storage scenarios, and further link results to simulation tools for precise and project-specific
system design. A simplified diagram of the MISP oil loop and the EnergyNest TES pilot is shown in Fig. 5. The major tests and analyses of
the TES performed during the test period were:

Fig. 4. Illustration of vertical and horizontal stacking of modules with insulation and an external superstructure to form a 280 MWhth thermal energy storage system.

cross section of the two materials.
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This result is important since it allows for the thermal element
length to be scaled up to create modules which are compatible in size to
standard shipping containers for easy transportation and handling.
Fig. 3 shows two modules with dimensions that correspond to 20’ and
40’ shipping containers which contains thermal elements of 5 and
11.5 m length, respectively. The modular design thereby allows for
vertical stacking of these modules which results in a system with significantly smaller footprint and reduced overall thermal losses, as
shown in Fig. 4. The system design is fully scalable and able to cater to a
wide range of TES capacity requirements, from a few MWhth to several
GWhth [19].
In comparison to a TES where large concrete blocks are positioned
next to each other on a field [25], the system design where modules are
stacked on top of each other results in a significantly smaller footprint
and a more favourable surface to volume ratio which reduces the
overall thermal losses, especially for large-scale systems. Table 1 shows
the calculated increase in energy density per unit volume and footprint
based on the same material energy density for the storage material

• Measure energy stored and discharged, and thermal losses, from the
TES system at different temperatures.
• Measure temperature profile of cold and hot HTF, in addition to

internal temperature distribution, during charging and discharging.

Table 1
Comparison of overall footprint and resulting system energy densities for a 1.55 GW h TES.
Design capacity

Basic module dimension

1550 MWhth

[m]

Concrete
Blocks
40’ modules
w/72 elements

2.6 × 4.0 × 18
2.4 × 2.4 × 12

Number of modules

TES Footprint
2

TES Volume

System energy density

[m ]

[m ]

[kWh/m3]

[kWh/m2]

125

15 000

90 000

17.2

103.3

600

4 250

63 750

24.3

364.7

3

3
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Fig. 5. Simplified diagram of the MISP HTF loop (left) which is upgraded and
instrumented to perform research and testing of TES systems under emulated
solar conditions using a controllable electric oil heater. Right; Photograph of
fully commissioned EnergyNest thermal energy storage with 4 × 250 kWhth
capacity.

• Validate performance and capability of in-house simulation models
based on physical measurements from 100+ sensors embedded in
the TES and test facility.

4. Thermal energy storage system and measurement setup
The TES pilot installed at the MISP consists of four separate thermal
modules with 24 five-meter-long elements connected in series which
can be operated independently from each other, each with an estimated
total energy storage capacity of 250 kWhth enclosed in thermal insulation. For the 250 kWhth nominal capacity modules tested, the
specific capacity of the thermal elements (including the storage material, carbon steel pipes and HTF inside the tubes) is 43.3 kW h/m3.
The modules rest on a 450-mm thick loadbearing insulation constructed using Foamglas®, see Fig. 6, with temperature sensors strategically located for monitoring the heat loss to the cast concrete foundation. Within the modules, perlite is used to insulate the serially
connected thermal elements from each other. Around the modules,
including the top, a layer of 600 mm thick mineral wool is used for
thermal insulation. The entire assembly is protected from the elements
by a steel cladding attached to a super-structure mounted on the casted
concrete foundation, as shown in Fig. 7. To control and monitor the
performance of the TES pilot, there are 98 temperature sensors (K-type
thermocouples) inside the TES modules and at various levels of the
loadbearing insulation, 32 temperature sensors on the external HTF
pipes (both cold and hot side) combined with pressure and mass flow
instrumentation. The K-type thermocouples have an accuracy in line
with the specification of ± 2 °C absolute or better, whereas the Coriolis
flow meter has a measurement accuracy of 0.1%. All data is collected
through a data acquisition setup directly in the SCADA control system
and through an external data logger. For research purposes and convenience, additional accessibility to sensor cabling/connectors inside

Fig. 7. The TES modules were insulated with mineral wool in the walls and on
top, before the superstructure and steel wall cladding were added last (left).
Illustration of EnergyNest thermal energy storage pilot, with insulation surrounding the modules (right).

the external cladding was included in the design of the superstructure,
in addition to a removable roof structure for future access and inspection of the modules. In summary, the complete TES comprise of the
following main components: carbon steel pipes, storage material, steel
cassette frames, insulation material together with the concrete foundation and steel cladding; all which have a high expected lifetime and
represent materials that can be easily sourced and recycled.
5. Storage medium evaluation
The concrete recipe (vp1) used in the TES is developed in collaboration with HeidelbergCement and its properties differ significantly
from earlier demonstrated concretes for thermal energy storage; it has
significantly higher thermal conductivity and heat capacity and many
times higher compressive strength, enabling faster heat transfer, higher
energy storage density and allowing for higher thermal gradients. These
properties are very important design considerations for optimizing the
overall size and cost of a thermal energy storage system. The combination of high heat conductivity and high heat capacity improves the
thermal performance in terms of lower HTF outlet temperatures during
charge and higher HTF outlet temperatures during discharge, and increases the volumetric energy storage density, subsequently also reducing the amount of steel piping.
All parameters relevant to the performance of the concrete storage
material have been thoroughly tested and characterized in parallel with
the construction of the TES. The mechanical strength of the concrete
with residual compressive strength at high temperatures were measured
by independent laboratory facilities at NTNU in Trondheim, Norway.
The thermal properties were determined using the TPS method where
the heat capacity is derived from measured thermal conductivity and

Fig. 6. (left) Casting of vp1 concrete in the modules using ordinary construction
equipment. After the concrete has cured, the modules were repositioned onto
the thermally insulated loadbearing foundation (right) consisting of a 450-mm
thick Foamglas® layer on a conventional ring-wall concrete foundation.
4
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diffusivity [24] at The Fire Research laboratory of Technical Research
Institute of Sweden (RISE).
5.1. Mechanical properties
When concrete-based storage materials are first heated to temperatures above 100 °C, free water and some chemically bound water
will be released and thereafter evaporate, diffuse and escape. As the
temperature increases further, dehydration creates additional pore
space and to some extent also shrinkage. In the case of the vp1-concrete
the water-cement ratio is very low by design, and hence the porosity
remains very low ensuring good heat transfer capability and suitability
for thermal energy storage applications. During the thermal conditioning process (first start-up), the material is heated in a slow and
controlled way to avoid excessive and damaging build-up of vapor
pressure inside the concrete.
Density (ρ) of concrete samples was measured in accordance to EN
12390 on cured cylinder samples with an average diameter of 80 mm
and height of 160 mm by calculation of volume using a digital calliper
and weight recorded using high-precision scale. Three samples were
used for each measurement. Fig. 8 and Table 2, show an average mass
loss of 3.65% for samples heated to 200 °C following prescribed specific
heating process, where the samples are heated to, and held at 125 °C for
a duration of 72 h before increasing the temperature. Further heating of
samples up to 450 °C for a period of 24 h only marginally reduces
density with 0.73% proving that nearly all the initially free water had
been removed during the first part of the thermal conditioning process.
Any additional minor loss in mass probably is due to the release of some
chemically bound water, or mass loss from the aggregate. Similar results were also reported in [26] by thermal stability analysis performed
using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) on a small non-conditioned, ascast vp1 sample at 200 °C. The measured mass-loss was 3.6% which
reached an equilibrium after a period of 15 h, as shown in Fig. 9.
Compressive strength of vp1 was measured according to EN 12390
on cast cylinders of 80 mm diameter and 160 mm height to record the
maximum force before breaking. Three samples were used for each
temperature level. Test results revealed that the compressive strength
increases from about 45 MPa 28-day strength up to > 85 MPa as a result of the thermal conditioning process. Furthermore, testing of heated
non-sealed samples at high temperatures (hot strength) and after

Fig. 9. Thermal stability analysis (TGA) on small non-conditioned (as-cast)
samples, exposed to increasing temperature up to 200 °C, shows that the initial
mass loss is predominantly due to free and chemically bound water evaporating. The mass loss is stable at 3.6% after about 15 h.

Fig. 10. Measured hot- and residual compressive strength on non-sealed samples. Note that the data shown are from different sample batches.

cooling down to room temperature (residual strength), Fig. 10, shows
that the compressive strength remains very high at elevated temperatures with more than 70% of conditioned strength at 450 °C; this is an
important result since it confirms that the material has strong mechanical integrity at operational temperatures of the thermal energy
storage system.
5.2. Coefficient of thermal expansion
For concretes the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) is important as a measure of the structural deformation and thermal stresses
resulting from a temperature change and thermal differences; this can
lead to cracking and spalling. Thermal expansion of concrete is in
general a complex phenomenon because of the interaction of the two
main components, cement paste and aggregate, which each have their
own coefficients of thermal expansion. The aggregates used in vp1 is
high-quality quartzite, and the resulting coefficient of thermal expansion will be dominated by the aggregate material. The CTE of the material is intentionally designed not to deviate too much from that of the
cast-in steel tube to reduce the thermo-mechanical stress during operation at high temperatures.
Measurements of the relative expansion for both the A106 Gr. B
carbon steel piping and the storage material were performed by RISE in
Sweden on cylinder samples in a cylindrical furnace heated up to
constant temperatures where the expansion was recorded until equilibrium was established. In the setup used, strain gauges measure the
relative expansion of the sample and using quartz rod inserted into the
furnace from above. On each side of the sample, a pair of rods are
supported by the base plate and sample. Thereby, the differential expansion of the two strain gauge pairs can be monitored. The temperature levels were kept at 22 °C, 100 °C and with steps of 50 °C up to
450 °C for measurement of the expansion. The strain gauges are reset
after each measurement. Measurements were continued after cooling
back to room temperature until equilibrium once again was established.
From the measured relative expansion, the secant CTE (αsec) is

Fig. 8. Measured density as a function of temperature. Note that the marginal
difference in density after high-temperature (> 200 ℃) exposure is within the
standard deviation of the sample population.

Table 2
Measured density of vp1 concrete as-cast, after thermal conditioning and hightemperature exposure.
ρ [kg/m3]
As cast

ρ − after thermal
conditioning: 200 °C

ρ − after high-temp
anneal: 450 °C

Total mass
loss (%)

2355

2270

2253

4.38
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Fig. 11. Comparison of effective strain for the vp1 concrete and carbon steel
ASME A-106 Gr. B over temperature accounting for the shrinkage strain of the
storage material.

calculated with reference to room temperature at 20 °C.
In addition to the relative expansion, the drying shrinkage sh of the
material (during thermally conditioning) was recorded on as-cast
samples. By accounting for this effect, the effective strain over temperature can be expressed as the sum of thermal strain and shrinkage
strain, as shown in Eq. (4), where αsec is the recorded secant coefficient
of thermal expansion and T is temperature. The drying shrinkage results
in a pre-stressed contact condition between the storage material and the
steel pipes. This effect is particularly important to consider since it
directly impacts the resulting differential strain between carbon steel
and the concrete in the thermal elements during operation. Fig. 11
shows the resulting effective strain of the two materials over temperature (reference temperature = 20 °C), where the strain difference is
relatively stable within the typical temperature range of operation.

=

sec T

sh

Fig. 12. Measured thermal conductivity (a) and heat capacity (b) of vp1 after
thermal treatment at 430 °C for 100 and 500 h, over a temperature range from
20 to 450 °C (compared to DLR demonstrated concrete - [25]).

between 100 and 500 h of thermal treatment proves that the material
had reached a stable condition before testing. When comparing material performance to other published values for concretes designed for
thermal energy application, only materials which have been tested at
high temperatures are meaningful to evaluate. Average values based on
linear interpolation of published data from DLR are therefore included
[25]. The results clearly indicate that for a given thermal energy storage
capacity, less material will be required using vp1 concrete than by
previously demonstrated concrete. Table 3 shows a summary and
comparison of the properties of vp1 to earlier published values for
concretes developed for thermal energy storage applications.

(4)

5.3. Thermal properties
Since the thermal properties of the storage material is particularly of
interest at higher temperatures, samples which had first been subjected
to heat treatment of 430 °C for 100 and 500 h in a thermal chamber
prior to measurements were tested and analysed. Such treatment ensures that any free, and non-chemically bound water has evaporated,
and the most realistic values for operation is obtained. Cast cylinders
were cut in half and the cut surfaces were grinded to prepare smooth
surfaces for TPS measurements. The sensor used is a double spiral
nickel circuit which is sandwiched between the two flat specimen
surfaces of the concrete. The measurements begin with sample and
sensor in thermal equilibrium, and a constant power of 500 mW is
applied in the spiral for a prescribed period. The average temperature
increase of the sensor is then measured by monitoring the resistance of
the sensor as the constant power is applied. For all temperatures a mica
insulated (50 μm thickness) sensor of type 4922 with radius 14.61 mm
was used. All measurements are performed within an electrical furnace
where the material temperature is equilibrated overnight prior to
measurement. The measurement method according to ISO 22007-2 is
valid for an uncertainty of ± 5% for both thermal conductivity and
diffusivity. However, for less homogenous materials, such as concrete,
this uncertainty increases and thus a more conservative uncertainty
of ± 10% is assumed considering that the thermal contact between
sample and material is adequate.
The measured thermal conductivity and heat capacity at temperatures up to 450 °C is shown in Fig. 12a & b. The minor difference

6. Pilot storage system results
During operation of the TES the individual elements of the modules
exchange thermal energy by means of the HTF flowing through the
serially connected elements. As typical for sensible TES systems this
results in a “hot-side” and “cold-side” with a difference in temperature
ΔT = Tin-Tout over the storage. The ΔT decreases as the TES is being
charged, subsequently discharged, and the rate of change depends on
the HTF mass flow and duration of charge and discharge, as shown in
Fig. 13. The flow direction of the HTF is reversed with HTF entering the
TES at the hot side, and, reversely, with the HTF entering from the cold
side during discharge. The internal sensors are cast 50 cm into every
fourth element within the series of 24 elements, attached to the HTF
tubes. Further, sensors are attached to the pipes of the module just
above the upper surface of thermal element No. 1 and 24 (hot-side and
cold-side, respectively). As mentioned earlier, the HTF inlet temperatures and mass flow for the charge/discharge cycles during testing of
the pilot TES is chosen based on a prescribed set of conditions emulating a solar field and a power block in a typical parabolic trough CSP
plant. During charging, the mass flow is controlled to obtain constant

6
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Table 3
Comparison of vp1 to earlier published properties of concretes for thermal energy storage applications.
k
[W/mK]

Cp
[J/kgK]

Density
[kg/m3]

CTE 10-6

Compressive strength [MPa]

Value at °C

25

300

400

25

300

400

400

350

25

450

Laing et al [25]
Giradi et al* [12]
Doretti et al** [17]
This work (vp1)

1.45
2.13
2.21
2.81

(1.27)
–
–
1.92

1.20
–
–
(1.78)

720
750
820
790

(963)
800
–
1025

1050
–
–
(1280)

2250
2483
2483
2253

11.6
13.0
–
14.2

29
34
–
45

22#
–
–
> 65

CTE – Coefficient of thermal expansion, secant value. Specific heat capacity for vp1 calculated based on density after high-temperature treatment. Interpolated values
are shown in parenthesis.
* After heating to 300 °C for 4 h.
** No data after heating available, # After heating to 500 °C.

Fig. 13. Measured internal temperatures within the TES module versus mass flow for a typical charge/discharge cycle. The HTF flow is reversed during charge/
discharge operation. The temperature rate of change depends on the mass flow and duration of charging/discharging process.

Fig. 14. Measured HTF temperature and mass flow during continuous cycling for one module over a period of four days.

Fig. 15. Measured internal concrete temperatures (sensors cast into the elements) and inlet/outlet temperatures for one module over a period of four days showing
the repeatable performance of the storage.

delivery of power. During discharge the mass flow is kept constant to
emulate a typical CSP plant operation with a steam generator operated
in a sliding pressure and temperature mode following a decrease in HTF
temperature. This results in a decreasing outlet temperature from the
TES as well as a decreasing return temperature from the emulated
power block.
Fig. 14 shows the measured HTF temperature and mass flow from
one week of continuous operation for one of the modules (four of five

workdays shown, excluding start-up and shut-down periods). The HTF
is heated to 390 °C in the charge loop by the electrical heater; however,
thermal losses in the oil loop facility reduces the inlet HTF temperature
delivered to the TES modules to about 380 °C. These thermal losses
mainly arise from using small-diameter piping of 3/4” and 1” and by
having relatively large piping distances (> 50 m) with several discrete
heat losses between the HTF heater and TES. Fig. 15 shows the measured internal concrete temperatures over the same period. The
7
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recorded data shows that the TES elements provide stable and repetitive
response over time during cycling.
The gross energy charged, and net energy discharged as well as
transfer of power is directly calculated from measured mass flow (m )
and enthalpy difference (Δh) of HTF from inlet/outlet of the individual
module during cycling. "Gross" in this respect refers to energy supplied
to the TES, not accounting for the heat losses from the TES during
charging, whereas "net" means the actual energy extracted from the
TES, accounting for heat losses. In other words, during cycling where
the TES goes from a given initial state (internal temperature distribution at t = t0) through a complete charge/discharge cycle and ends up
at the same state (at t = t1), the difference between gross charge and net
discharge over the complete cycle equals the total heat loss (qcycle-loss).
The relative cycled energy is therefore calculated from integrating
power over time accounting for the measured total heat loss per cycle
(Eqs. 5 & 6):

Powerth = mHTF (hHTF

in

hHTF

out )

Powerth dt

qcycle

loss

Fig. 17. Illustration of axisymmetric equivalent volume and configuration used
to model the thermal elements.

thermal element is modelled as four axisymmetric individual cylinders
– see Fig. 17. Since the equivalent volume is cylindrical, the resulting
heat flow in the volume is axisymmetric (Eq. 7),

t0

·(ks Ts ),

ks Ts· n = h (Ts

Tf ) and Ts (r , x , t = 0) = Ts0
(7)

(5)

where Ts = Ts (r , x , t ) is the solid temperature and s , cps and ks are the
solid density, the specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity, respectively. Ts0 is the initial conditions in the solid and h is the convective heat transfer coefficient. One-dimensional convective heat flow
(Eq. 8) is assumed in the heat transfer fluid.

t1

Energyth =

Ts
=
t

s cps

(6)

The TES is charged aiming at reaching a highest possible inlet
temperature while maximizing power by adjusting the HTF flow. Since
the inlet temperature gradually reaches 380 °C combined with ΔT over
the TES decreasing, the mass-flow is adjusted accordingly to keep the
charge power relatively stable. The TES is discharged with an inlet
temperature control considering the TES outlet temperature reflecting
the behavior of a steam generator in a typical CSP plant with sliding
pressure and temperature. For the cycling operation shown, each
module is charged/discharged exceeding the 250 kWhth design capacity. Fig. 16 shows the measured net relative energy and power over a
four-day period of continuous operation, with approximately 8h:30 m
charging and 8h:00 m discharging time. The energy transferred through
the TES for this specific charge/discharge procedure corresponds to an
average energy of 360 kWhth per cycle, which results in a specific energy of 62.36 kWhth/m3.

ccf (

Tf
f

t

+

Tf
m Tf
)=
(k f
) + Q, Tf (xd , t ) = Td
A x
x
x

and Tf (x , t = 0) = Tf 0

(8)

where Tf = Tf (x , t ) , is the fluid temperature and f , cpf and kf are the
fluid density, the specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity, respectively. m is the fluid mass flow and A is the inner cross section area
of the steel pipe. x d is the position of the prescribed temperature profile,
Td, which depends on the direction of the mass flow ( x d is the left side in
Fig. 17 when m is positive and Td = Tin , while x d is the right side and
Td = Tout when the m is reversed), Tf 0 is the initial conditions in the
fluid. The volume heat source, Q, is related to the convective heat
transfer, with P as the steel pipe inner perimeter, as follows (Eq. 9):

Q=

7. Thermal energy storage system performance and validation

P
h (Ts
A

Tf )

(9)

To verify the accuracy of the equivalent volume model, a comparison of simulation results from the equivalent axisymmetric with an
actual quarter-size finite element model (double axial symmetry of
cross-section) of a thermal element (including the steel casing) was
carried out. From a uniform initial temperature at 290 °C, 3 h linear
heating to 390 °C, 3 h of rest and 3 h of linear cooling back to 290 °C
was used as input and the resulting energy stored and energy per unit
volume of two models were compared. Fig. 18 shows how the dynamic
response of the equivalent model matches that of the quarter model
(shown in inset). The accurate prediction of the energy stored/discharged in the time domain thus validates using the more computationally economic and equivalent axisymmetric model when simulating
the TES system.

7.1. TES computational heat flow model
Validation of system performance is done through direct comparison between measured temperature and flow sensor values and numerically simulated performance of the TES. An advanced fluid structure interaction model based on the finite element method has been
developed and implemented in Matlab for accurately predicting the TES
system performance.
The computational model is based on modelling the thermal elements by considering an equivalent volume, where the cylindrical

7.2. TES performance comparison
Simulations and comparisons of the inlet/outlet HTF temperature
profiles at time just after commissioning with later results proves that
no degradation in performance has occurred and that the TES is stable
and robust. Fig. 19 shows one charge/discharge cycle after the system
was initially commissioned Nov 2015, followed by results from cycling
eight and eleven months later (July, and October 2016), and finally in
March 2017. The difference between measured and simulated cold-side
temperatures during first cycles in Nov 2015 is due to differences between real and modelled initial temperature conditions of the TES;
which was at an initially lower temperature between each cycle (TES

Fig. 16. Power and energy calculated based on measured mass flow and enthalpy of HTF from inlet/outlet of each module. The TES is charged aiming at
reaching a highest possible inlet temperature while maximizing power by adjusting the HTF flow. Since the inlet temperature is relatively stable during
charge, the charge power is also relatively stable.
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Fig. 18. Comparison of energy stored per unit volume for the quarter and equivalent axisymmetric model.

was operated 16 h per day). However, the match is near perfect at the
end of charge period as well as during discharge, thus the model represents the true TES energy and temperature state when the discharge
begins. The difference in simulated versus measured performance
during 2016–2017 when the TES was operated in 24-hour modus, as
well as after long-term cycling operation, proves to be very small and
within the measurement accuracy of the thermocouples ( ± 2 °C).
A final performance evaluation was carried out by repeating one
specific charging/discharging cycle after close to 6 000 h of operation.
Fig. 20 shows measured comparison of TES performance with a nearly
identical mass flow and power conditions for a complete charge/discharge cycle. The slight difference in outlet temperature during the
discharge process is caused by the somewhat lower inlet temperature to
the TES (the inlet temperature is controlled manually by the operator
and is prone to human inaccuracy). Aside from this, there is virtually no
difference between the energy accumulated and discharged during the
cycle.

7.3. Thermal element and storage material inspection
By summer 2017 a total of 279 cycles and 5 938 h of operation of
the TES pilot were achieved. After establishing that there were no signs
of degradation, nor change in performance, it was decided to drain the
TES to open the system and extract several thermal elements for further
inspection. The module selected was one of two modules which had
been cycled alternating between the two units on a weekly basis. Initial
inspection showed no sign of damage to the insulation or piping within
the module and the thermal battery elements. Subsequently, HTF pipes
on selected thermal elements from the “hot, middle and cold-side” of
the TES module were cut and these elements were taken out of the
storage for further evaluation and material testing. Fig. 21 shows the
top, and bottom of the thermal elements after they were cut using a
wire-saw. There was no damage to either storage material, nor steel
piping, and no cracks or separation between the steel pipe and the
concrete in thermal elements were observed.

Fig. 19. By comparing simulated (continuous line) and measured TES inlet/outlet temperature profiles (circles) the stability and robustness of the TES – for various
operation modes – can directly be confirmed. The difference in simulated versus measured performance is marginal, and within the uncertainty of the thermocouple
accuracy ( ± 2 °C).
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as cracking or spalling within the cross-sectioned elements. Furthermore, no separation between steel pipes and storage material could be
observed on any of the cut segments. Clearly, the concrete and steel has
interacted very well with no crack opening and no loss of bond between
the two materials over the entire duration of the testing period.
To further evaluate the material stability, the density and thermal
properties from core samples taken from the TES Pilot were compared
to lab reference samples. The density was measured following EN
12390 standard. The average measured density was 2253 ± 7.7 kg/m3
which is within the expected range of 2250–2260 kg/m3, ref Fig. 8.
Furthermore, the physical appearance of the core samples is identical to
lab samples that have been oven-dried at high temperatures for long
periods. Fig. 23 shows a core sample from the TES pilot compared to a
lab sample which has been exposed to 430 °C for 500 h after initial
thermal conditioning. There is virtually no difference in appearance of
the storage material.
Fig. 24 shows measured thermal properties from a set of seven core
samples collected from the thermal elements, combined with the
measure values from the two lab reference samples which had been
exposed to 430 °C for 100 and 500 h. The spread in the measured values
can be explained by variation in the density of core samples drilled
from the different thermal elements since the samples were collected
from middle and bottom section of the 5-m long columns, hence minute
variations in aggregate distribution and density can be expected. Considering the variation in density, there is no obvious correlation between the position of the samples collected to the measured thermal
properties.
Lastly, four core samples were drilled at SINTEF Building and
Infrastructure Laboratory - Oslo from the thermal element on the hotside of the module to determine the residual compressive strength. The
average relative compressive strength measured from three samples
(reference compressive strength at 200 °C) recorded corresponds very
well to the earlier measured strength of lab reference samples (Fig. 25),
which confirms sustained mechanical integrity after long-term operation. Note that the compressive strength in all cases remains higher than
the as-cast 28-day strength, and thermal cycling has not impacted the
mechanical strength.
One of the four extracted core samples was sent to
HeidelbergCement HTC Global R&D Analytic Center in Leimen,
Germany for further TG (Thermo Gravimetric), DTG (Differential
Thermo Gravimetric) and DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimetry)
analysis (Fig. 26). The measurements show that the initial dehydration
of the residual moisture from absorbed water in the sample, (peak at
DSC and DTG at 105 °C) is 1.25%. After the initial dehydration, the

Fig. 20. Comparison of TES performance after close to 6 000 h of operation –
Temperature left, Power/energy -right. The outlet temperature during charging
is virtually identical, and the slightly lower outlet temperature during discharge
is caused by the reduced inlet temperature only.

The selected elements were shipped to EnergyNest’s office in
Norway where they were further cut into smaller segments using a
diamond-blade concrete saw. The cutting surfaces from the top, middle
and bottom positions were inspected, showing no visible damage. In
addition, core samples of the elements were drilled and taken out for
further assessment and material testing.
Fig. 22 shows cut slices between 5–10 cm in thickness, from the
“hot, middle and cold-side” element of the TES module. The images
show that the quartzite aggregates are uniformly distributed within the
column area; and there is no visual difference or any degradation such

Fig. 21. Photographs of bottom and top of the six thermal elements extracted from one of the modules in the TES. The cut elements show no evidence of cracks or any
other material degradation to the storage material.
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Fig. 22. Photographs of sections (5-10 cm thick slices) cut from the extracted thermal elements using a diamond-blade concrete saw. From left to right: “(a) Hot, (b)
middle and (c) cold-side” of the TES module.

Fig. 23. Photograph of reference lab sample (left) and core sample collected from TES pilot (right). TC: Thermal Conditioning.

Fig. 24. Measured thermal conductivity and heat capacity of core samples collected from the hot, middle and cold-side (H, M and C, respectively) of the module
compared to lab-samples exposed to 430 °C for 100 and 500 h.

Fig. 25. Measured relative residual compressive strength of core samples extracted from the thermal element on the hot-side of the module compared to
laboratory reference samples.

mass change between 180 and 420 °C is 0.6%. Furthermore, the DTG
and DSC curves confirm that the material is stable up to 450 °C where
the CH (Calcium Hydrates) begins to decompose, which is also evident
in the peak of the DTG curve (highlighted). The second peak in the DSC
curve at 574 °C is the crystallographic transformation of the quartzite
aggregate from α- to β-phase.

Fig. 26. Measured TG, DTG/DSC of vp1 concrete sample extracted from
thermal elements after long-term operation.
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8. Conclusions
[4]

A high performance, solid-state thermal energy storage material
combined with versatile, scalable and modular design has been proven
to provide a highly attractive way of storing thermal energy. The demonstrated concrete-based modular TES System has significant advantages over previously proposed concrete TES systems by being much
more compact and having a much smaller footprint on the ground. The
demonstrated and measured performance of the 2 × 500 kWhth thermal
energy storage pilot plant matches fully the predictions from numerical
simulations; and the prolonged test results proves the integrity and
operational feasibility of the concrete-based TES. Measured HTF temperature on both cold and hot side and mass flow after accumulating
close to 6 000 h of cycling operation with 279 charge/discharge cycles
shows stable and repetitive performance. The difference between simulated performance versus measured sensor data is nearly indistinguishable, which proves that the solid-state storage medium performance remains unchanged with no sign of degradation.
Most importantly, after long-term operation, the TES as whole
shows absolutely no sign of change in behaviour. Inspection of the
storage material from extracted thermal elements cut into smaller
sections prove that there is no degradation such as cracking or spalling
visible within the cross-sectioned thermal elements. Furthermore, no
separation between steel pipes and storage material is observed.
Comparison of thermal and mechanical properties of extracted core
samples to lab reference samples shows that after the initial thermal
conditioning process, the storage material properties are stable. The
TES thermal element design and storage material as demonstrated in
the TES pilot has thus been proved to work in its final form with expected conditions.
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